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ABSTRACT: We discuss a framework for the organization of learning
systems in the mammalian brain, in which the hippocampus and related
areas form a memory system complementary to learning mechanisms in
neocortex and other areas. The hippocampal system stores new episodes
and "replays" them to the neocortical system, interleaved with ongoing
experience, allowing generalization as cortical memories form. The data
to account for include: 1) neurophysiological findings concerning represen.
tations in hippocampal areas, 2) behavioral evidence demonstrating a
spatial role for hippocampus, 3) and effects of surgical and pharmacologi.
cal manipulations on neuronal firing in hippocampal regions in behaving
animals. We hypothesize that the hippocampal memory system consists of
three major modules: 1) an invertible encoder subsystem supported by the
pathways between neocortex and entorhinal cortex, which provides a
stable, compressed, invertible encoding in entorhinal cortex (EC) of
cortical activity patterns, 2) a memory separation, storage, and retrieval
subsystem, supported by pathways between EC, dentate gyrus and area
CA3, including the CA3 recurrent collaterals , which facilitates encoding
and storage in CA3 of individual EC patterns, and retrieval of those CA3
encodings, in a manner that minimizes interference, and 3) a memory
decoding subsystem, supported by the Shaffer collaterals from area CA 1 to
area CA3 and the bi.directional pathways between EC and CA3, which
provides the means by which a retrieved CA3 coding of an EC pattern can
reinstate that pattern on Ec. This model has shown that 1) there is a
trade-off between the need for information-preserving, structure.
extracting encoding of cortical traces and the need for effective storage
and recall of arbitrary traces, 2) long. term depression of synaptic strength
in the pathways subject to long.term potentiation is crucial in preserving
information, 3) area CA1 must be able to exploit correlations in EC
patterns in the direct perforant path synapses. C 1997 Wiley-Uss, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION

lesions of the hippocampal system produce a profound deficit in some
forms of new learning and a temporally graded. retrograde amnesia for
material experienced in a period of rime preceding the lesion (Winocur,
1990; Squire. 1992; Kim and Fanselow, 1992; lola-Morgan and Squire,
1990). These findings, and a computational analysis of neural learning
systems, have led us ro propose char the brain makes use of complementary
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learning systems (McClelland er al.. 1995). One of these
called the neocorticul &uming system. is specialized for U-,

gradual extraction of structure from ensembles of e-,'enG
and experiences. leading ro the acquisition of conneCtio~
weights among neurons char support generalizarior.
Chomsky (1957) and Marr 0971) have messed th~:
experiences hardly ever repeal exactly. However. they c:

share with orher experiences common structure, whi~~.
we believe the neocortical learning system exploits so:

that appropriate responses ro novel inputs can be mac::.
In McClelland er al, (1995) we argue that for V-,

conical system ro extract structure. it must emplo~' ~
mareg.: we call interleaved learning. in which exposure,:
and learning about the contents of one episode c:
experience is interleaved with ongoing exposure to ar:.:
learning about other experiences. We mess that. c.;

discussed in McClelland er al. (1995), the eXtraction c.:
shared structUre depends on interleaved learning in 

..::

known connectionist learning algorithms. biological::,
plausible or orherwise. including. for example, simp:::
Hebbian learning, reinforcement learning. and baci;-
propagation. According ro this theory, temporally grade-':
retrograde amnesia represents the gradual acquisirion c:
memories by the neocortical system through this inre:- ,
leaved learning process. The funCtion of the secor.d
system. the hippocampal mtmory 

system. is ro srore ne"'"

memories and retrieve them while they remain in s!Or~;::
so char they can be "played back" ro the neocorrici
system for interleaved learning with Other memories ai':':
ongoing experience, We should nore char all memori-:s
are subject ro gradual decay from both the hippocamp.:
system and from the neocortical 

system. although cr10x
that are the most strongly encoded and remain 

behavioral relevance throughout the life span ma\" :.c
refreshed so char they persist, and perhaps can remain :::

storage in both systems throughout life, However. ::
appears char in older adults ar least. most memories fro;::
late childhood and adolescence are no longer hippoca.r::-
pus dependent. since older hippocampal amnesics (~c:-s
4;'-65) appear approximately equivalent !O nom"":
subjects on mare rial from the first cwo decades of Ii;
(MacKinnon and Squire. 1989). On the other hand. L~e



same patients show profound retrograde amnesia for a decade or
more preceding their lesions. According ro the present article, this
reflects hippocampal storage of traces of experiences. gradual loss
of hippocampal traces over very extended periods, and the
presence of mechanisms char allow the reinstatement of memories
while they remain in storage so char they can contribute ro

memory performance and consolidation into the neocortical
system.

GOALS OF THE MODEL

Our recent work has focused on elaborating the derails of this
theory of hippocampal function in a computational model. Our
specific goals in analyzing and simulating the model are tWofold.
First we aim ro examine whether the proposed mechanisms are
compurarionally sufficient for the memory tasks char our theory
ascribes ro the hippocampal system: storing traces of experiences.
retaining them for extended periods, and reinstating them while
they remain in storage. Second, we aim ro evaluate whether the
computational properties char the hippocampus provides ro
support these functions are sufficient ro account for the apparent
spatial role of the hippocampus in learning and memory in
rodents.

Regarding the first goal. our claim char the hippocampus has
the capacity ro be a locus of in for marion storage contrasts with the
views of a number of theorists (e.g., Alvarez and Squire, 1994;
Murre. 1996; Teyler and Discenna, 1986; Damasio. 1989). These
authors crear the hippocampal system nor as the locus of memory
storage, but as an area required for binding together elements of
memories in disparate regions of the neocortex. The distinction
betWeen binding and actUal information storage is a sub de one,
and our views bear many similarities ro the ideas of these other
investigators (see McClelland er al., 1995, for full discussion).
Here we simply nOte char in our theory "memories" stored in
hippocampus are nor complete copies of conical. parrerns of
activation bur reduced descriptions char exploit redundancies in

the conical parrerns. One of the motivations for the "binding
idea is the fact char the hippocampus is so small relative ro the
neocortical association areas char project ro it, especially in

humans and monkeys, suggesting char ir could nor have the
capacity ro represent and store the contents of neocortical
patterns. This same motivation applies equally ro our view of the
hippocampus as storing reduced descriptions, and a goal of our
computational modeling work is ro specify exactly how this is
achieved. Analyses and simulations of the model will determine
whether the proposed mechanisms are sufficient, given the known
physiological properties of the actual hippocampal system.

Regarding the second goal. our view is char the apparent spatial
role of hippocampus in rodents is a manifestation of a more
general capacity ro associ are arbitrary conjunctions of fragments
of experiences. In the animallirerarure, O' Keefe and Nadel (1978)
and many other authors rake the view that the role of the
hippocampus proper is restricted ro spatial memory tasks, bur the
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issue remains highly controversial (see Jarrard, 1993; Rudy and
Sutherland. 1995. for discussion). Hippocampal damage in
humans produces profound deficits in a number of nonsparial
forms of Ie-.Hning and memory, suggesting a more general role in
the formation of new memories. We propose that the apparenrl~.
special importance of the hippocampus for spatial learning in
rodents reflects this more general function rather than a specialil.1-
lion for space.

DATA TO BE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY THE MODEL

AIrhough our general theory of the role of the hippocampus in
learning and memory is motivated by evidence arising primarily
from effects of lesions of memory functions in humans and
nonhumans, our attempt ro model the hippocampus 

itself is

grounded in studies of the responses of hippocampal neurons
during behavior. ~10sr of the evidence comes from rodents.
although we would be very anxious ro see data from monkey or
other species as well. The main data of interest are as follows:

1. Represenrarions used in hippocampus proper and related areas
(enrorhinal cortex (EO). Hippocampal neurons have highly
selective and context-sensitive response profiles, even in the face ot
the apparently highly nonselective and diffuse response profiles of
enrorhinal neurons (Barnes er al. , 1990; Quirk er al.. 1992).
Among the findings of interest is the fact that the activity parrerns
in hippocampal areas are highly sensitive ro changes in, e.g.. shape
of the perimeter of the spatial arena, while the parrern of activity
in enrorhinal cortex appears ro undergo topographic rransforma-
lion with the change in the spatial arena (Quirk er al.. 1992).
Hippocampal areas have sparse activity parrerns. ranging from
0.4% in dentate gyrus (DG) ro 2. 5% in CAI and CAJ, while EC
activity (7%) is less sparse and far less selective (Barnes et al..
1990). In our view the sparsity and specificity of the hippocampal
representations arises from the parrern separation process.
2. Sparioremporal firing of hippocampaJ neurons as a function of
spatial. task. and context-related inputs, including the data taken
as supporting intrinsic spa rial maps (McNaughron er al.. 1996). A
great deal of evidence has been amassed indicating char hippocam-
pal neurons in rats rend ro fire ar specific locations in space.
Neurons in DG. CU. and CA 1 may fire in a highly specific
manner in spa rial environments. exhibiting "place fields" (O' Keefe
and Dosrrovsky. 19: 1; O' Keefe and Conway. 1978; Jung and
McNaughron. 1993). Because place fields persist in the dark. ane!
because they sometimes persist in the correct location in space.
even when visual cues have been altered, McNaughron er al.
(1996) rake the view char hippocampal neurons are fundamentally
lied ro an animal's sense of its location in a tWo-dimensional
reference frame and char the hippocampus may contain preformed
tWo-dimensional frames based on pre-existing, spatially organized
connectivity among hippocampal neurons. However, in keeping
with our view char the hippocampus is a domain-general compu-
rational structUre rather than one specifically preorganized for
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spatial information processing. we are exploring the possibility
char no intrinsic spatial Strucrure need be buill into the hippocam-
pus itself to account for the spatial firing of neurons in the
hippocampus.
3. Dara nor yet available on the effect on neuronal firing in
various hippocampal regions of surgical and pharmacological

manipulations. This is a longer-term goal. An example of the kind

of data we expect ro explain is char reported by Mizumori er al.

(1989) on preserved spatial coding in CA 1 during suppression of

CA3 firing. This dara, relevant to the possible role of EC cells in
activating neurons in CAl, comes from a recording study carried
our in animals during temporary inactivation of the medial

scprum. The medial septUm transmits modulatory cholinergic
and GABAergic input throughout the hippocampus, and was
temporarily inaCtivated by injection with Terracain. The central
data that the model must account for are char this manipulation
severely disrupts spatial tUning and reduces overall firing rates in
CA3. while leaving CAt output almost unaffected. One possible
interpretation of this effeCt is char CAI cells can be driven by
their EC afferents; as we shall see this is a requirement of the
model that arises from the computational considerations ourlined
below.

EVALUATION

Evaluarion of the model is in terms of its ability ro 1) account
for the data described above and 2) demonstrate compUtational
sufficiency. through analyses and simulations. Computational
sufficiency will be the principal focus of the rest of this article. in
which specifics of the computational considerations can be found.
In future work, we plan to continue ro develop the computational
analysis, even as we begin ro rum our arrenrion ro modeling the
physiological data in more derail.

THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

During an experience. the pattern of aCtivation over neocortical

associations areas (AAs) gives rise to a pattern of activation over

the EC, the inpur~urpur interface of the hippocampal system.
We assume char the forward pathways from the association areas
ro ECproduce a pattern of aCtivation on EC char maximizes

preservation of information about the neocon;ical pattern, and

char the rerum pathways from EC ro the neocortical association
areas invert the compressed EC representation, producing an
approximation of the parrern char gave rise ro ir on the AAs. The
EC pattern is called a comprtsstd invtrtib& codt. The pattern on
EC provides input to the hippocampal memory system. where ir 
recoded in areas DG and CA3 into a form suitable for storage in
the synapses onto and among neurons in den rare gyrus and CA3.

The parrern induces activity-dependent associative plastic changes

in these synapses, which serve as the physical substrate of the
memory.

Once a memory trace has been stored in the hippocampus, a
probe of the memory might arise, in the form of a partial
recurrence of the neocortical represenrarion char was presem

initially during learning. For example, if one had previously mer a
student. associating his name with his face. one might wish ro
retrieve the name upon next seeing the student s face. The
representation of the probe in the neocortical areas induces a

representation on the EC, which in turn provides an input ro the
hippocampus. Successful recall requires reinstatement of an
approximation of the pattern previously assigned ro the episode in
area CA3. using the pattern completion properties of the
associative changes ro synapses mentioned above. Rerum parh-
ways from the hippocampus ro the EC, via area CA 1. reinstate the

EC parrern, which in turn reinstates in the AAs an approximation
of the activity present there during the original episode. Rerrieval

is successful if this reinstated pattern is sufficient for generating an
appropriate overt response; in general ir is likely char the recalled
parrern refleCts considerable loss of derail and increased noise

relative ro the original.
Consolidation of the trace of an episode is accomplished b\.

gradual plastic changes in cortex which extract the shared
structure in the traces of many interleaved learning experiences. 
reflected in the statistics of occurrence and reoccurrence of each
trace. The hippocampal system allows the interleaving of past

experiences with ongoing experiences. The trace of a prior episode
can be reinstated as a result of a "probe" char reactivates the stOred

trace. Alrernarively. reinstatement may occur during active re-
hearsal, reminiscence. and other inactive stares possibly includin~
sleep (Marr. 197 \; Buzsaki, 1989; Wilson and McNaughron.
1994a,b). The association betWeen an individual's name and his

face is a simple example of the shared structUre extracted in cortex.
if indeed the trace or traces containing this association reccur.

Computational Issues Facing the Hippocampal
Memory System

The concept of cortico-hippocampal function in memory

storage and retrieval described above indicates several key compu-

rational goals for the hippocampal memory system. A key goal
thar has been recognized by other researchers (McNaughron and
Morris. 1987; Treves and Rolls, 1991) is capacity. The parrerns 

activity within the hippocampal system must be chosen ro

maximize the capacity of the S)"srem and minimize the inrerfer-
ence between memories stOred ar different rimes. Additional goals
arise within our theory, due ro the focus on a long-rerm

involvement of the hippocampal system in reinstatement and
consolidation of memories. A second goal is inverribility and
information prtStTvarion. The projections ro the EC from the

neocortical association areas must form parrerns on EC that
maximize the retention of information about the neocortical

parrern representing an experience. The rerum connections must

optimize the reinstatement of the original parrern in the neocor-
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FIGURE 1. Five letters on a 5 X 9 X 9 pixel array. and a set of strokes that can provide a more
efficient encoding.

rex, given the information retained in the representation in Ec. A
third goal is stability Because of the temporally extended role of
the hippocampal system in learning and memory, the encodings
of probes produced by the cortical input ro the hippocampal
system must remain relatively stable over rime. Rerurn connec-
lions from EC ro neocortical association areas must likewise
remain relatively Stable. so char parrerns reinstated in the E~ can
give rise ro the appropriate corresponding parrerns of activation in
the neocortex.

A central insight which motivates much of our present research
and, we think, helps explain some of the complexity of the
hippocampal memory system is char the first goal (srorage
capacity) appears ro be in fundamental confliCt with the second
and third (invertibiliry and stability). Regarding capacity. ir is a
property of associative memory char interference betWeen memo-
ries (and rhus capacity) is direcrly related ro the overlap of the
patterns of activation char represent them (\X' illshaw, 1971. 1981;
McClelland. 1986): Overlapping parrerns interfere in their synap-
tic modifications. Overlap can be reduced by making the patterns
relatively sparse (fe....' units on in each parrern) and by recoding
them in ways char reduce their similarity, a process which we call
pattn-n separation. Regarding invertibilit)" and information preser-
varion. research on compressed, invertible encodings using connec-
rionisr "encoder" netWorks (Ackley er al. . 1985; Comell er al..
1987; Brousse. 1993) has established char the most informarion-
efficient encodings-rhe ones char preserve the largest amount of
information about the input with the smallest number of
units-are 1) dense (i.e., many cells active in each parrern), 2)
retain the similarity structure of the space of encoded parrerns,
and 3) are struCture dependent, exploiting redundancies present in
the ensemble of input parrerns. Thus the goals of maximizing
stOrage capacity, inverribiliry and stability are in fundamental

conflict.
A full undemanding of the issues involved in resolving this

conflict requires introducing a key distinction: componential
versus conjunctive representation. To explore this distinction. we
introduce an example domain cons is ring of pixel arrays represenr-
ing character strings. Figure 1 shows an example of a five-Ierrer
string in a 9 X 9 pixel font. tOgether with a set of strokes char can
provide a more efficient encoding. A direct representation of this
input, in which a single unit is dedicated ro each pixel, requires
405 units. The five letters activate 112 (28%) of these units. Now
consider cwo possible recordings, illustrated in Figure 2.

Random, conjunctive code

Each unit represents a randomly chosen conjunction of the
original elements. One version of such a code, illustrated on the

len of Figure 2. assigns one unit ro represent e-,' ery possible triple
of pixels in the input-in this case there are over 10 million such
triples. The beer String shown would activate about 230.000 of
these units. bur this represents onl~' a small fraction of the coral
number (abour 2Q/o). A random subset of the 10 million triples
would be sufficient to retain all of the information content of the
initial input. since each pixel is actually represented in over 80.000
triples. Such a code is nor only sparser than the original (2% vs.
28% of units active), bur ir also reduces overlap of similar inputs.
In general. ifS represents the sparsity of a parrern, the sparsity of a
conjunctive recoding of the parrern using conjunctions of order R
will be approximately SR. Similarly. if 0 represents the overlap 
(\"-0 parrerns. the overlap of an order- R conjunctive recoding of
the parrerns will be approximately OR (Marr, 1969. 1971 L

Reilly and ~1cClelland (1994) suggested char the hippocampus
uses a generalization of this scheme. in which encoding units each
receive excitatory connections from a randomly chosen fraction of
the in pur units (perhaps 5%, or about 20 in this case), and a small
proporrion 0. of encoding units receiving the largest number of
active inputs become active (rhe selection of the "winning" units is
assumed ro occur ...-ia lateral inhibition, see below). This form 
encoding. which we call sparse. random. conjunctive coding,
produces sparsificarion direcrly through the choice of (0.); ir
produces separation effects comparable to values of R in the range
of abour 3-5. with smaller values of 0. corresponding to larger
values of R.

Componential code

In a second coding scheme, illustrated in the middle of Figure
.2, each unit represents a component or feature of the input. where
a component is a recurring parrern of elements. or subparrern
thereof. In our example, each beer can be formed from a set of 13
Strokes" represented schematically on the right of Figure 1, so

char each set of 81 pixel units can be replaced by a set of 13 featUre

units. The representation is far more efficient. since fewer units are
required; ir is dense. however. in char a relari...-ely large fraction
(abour 34%) of the encoding units will rend to be active ro
represent a given beer string. Ir is similarity preserving. in that
similar input parrerns retain (much of) their similarity to each
other after they have been recoded. Componential codes with
these charaCteristics are exacrly the types of codes char are formed
when conneCtionist netWorks are optimized ro re-represem a set of
inputs originally represented over a large set of units on a smaller
set of units. although the components extracted from real-world
darasers are nor usually as conceprually transparent as are the

components in our illustration. Note char this code is structure
dependent: It succeeds only because the input parrerns really do
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Hybrid

Two coding schemes and their hybrid combination-

have structure-char is, they really do consist of the represented
components. If random pixel parrerns were presented. the compo-
nenrial code would nor be information-preserving. The code
exploits the redundancy of the input parrerns-if only lerrers
made of the indica red Strokes are ever used. then whenever certain
pixels are active. certain other pixels must also be active.

A central thesis of our view of memory is that the experiences
char we learn aboUt have ar least an approximately componential
structure; in general we think of them as arbitrary combinations of
rt:curring componmts. The lerrer string shown in Figure 1 exempli-
fies this. The particular sequence of lerrers is arbitrary bur the
strokes char form the lerrers (and indeed, the lerrers themselves)
are recurring elementS. (Again. we hasten ro add char the statistical
components of real experiences may nor be so directly inrerprer-
able). The proposed scheme for memory. then, is !O first encode
the information in componential form and then subject ir to
conjunctive coding, as iUusrrared on the right of Figure 2.
Specifically, we suggest char

. The pathways from the neocortical association areas ro the
enrorhinal cortex form a compressed, componential represenra-
lion of conical contents.
. The pathways into the hippocampus then form representations
capturing the particular arbitrary conjunctions of these compo-
nenrs char occur in the given experience. Plastic changes in the
connections onto and among the units representing the elements
of the conjunctions then bind the elementS of the parrem

roger her.

Continuing with our example. the pixel representation corre-

sponds approximarely l ro the representation in neocortical associa-
lion areas; the Stroke representation corresponds approximately ro
the representation in EC; and a conjunctive encoding applied ro
char corresponds approximately !O the representation in area CAJ.
The EC representation is clearly condensed relative ro the cortical
representation. and a hippocampal conjunctive representation
based on triples of Strokes can now be formed with approximately
the same sparsity and separation characteristics as before, using
units char now represent conjunctions of these units. The example
makes a key point for our theory: Sparse, random conjunctive
codes are crucial for maximizing the stOrage capacity of the
hippocampal system and minimizing interference among stored
parrerns, bur these would be more efficient if they were applied ro
structure-dependent, componential codes optimized for the pres-
ervation of the information content of conical parrerns on the
small number of neurons provided by the entorhinal cortex.

In the spatial domain this sparse conjunctive representation
natUrally gives rise ro place fields: A place, in our view, is such a
conjunction. rho ugh nor necessarily one of simply sensory cues;
the animal's sense of its relative location in space. which may be
partially dependent on temporal integration of self-motion infor-
marion, may contribute importantly ro the sense of place. '\('e
would note as weU char so-called place cells appear ro represent

11n fact neocortical representations are themselves likely to be
partially componential . to the extent that environmental structure
has been extracted already.



conjunctions of location with other aspects of the animal's
situation. including the task (Markus er al., 1995) and/or the
rc:larive location with respect ro various featUres of the environ-
menr (srarr box, goallocarion. erc. ) (Gorhard et al.. 1996). In our
view. place cells might perhaps berrer be named "siruarion cells.
in char their response is nor so much invariant with respect ro
space bur with respect ro a particular sitUation relevant ro the

animal' s interactions with the environment.

Implementation of These Ideas in the Brain

In our view, the complex architecture of the hippocampal
system constitutes an elegant computational mechanism char
addresses these considerations. maximizing retrieval fidelity and
memory capacity given the limited resources char are allocated ro
this function in the brain. Based on these considerations, and on
known aspects of the anatomy and physiology of the hippocampal

system. we divide the hippocampal system (and its interconnec-
lions with neocorrical association areas) into three subsystems,
shown in Figure 3:

1. StructUre-preserving invertible encoder subsystem. These are
the pathways betWeen neocortex and entorhinal cortex. including
those via parahippocampal and perirhinal cortex. The goal of this
system is ro provide a stable. compressed, invertible encoding-
entorhinal cortex--of the corrical parrern produced by an experi-
ence.
2. Memory separation, srorage. and retrieval subsystem. This
subsystem consisr.; of the pathways from enrorhinal cortex ro
CA3, both direct and via' the dentate gyrus (DG), and the
recurrent collaterals within CM. The role of this subsystem is ro
recode ro-be-Iearned parrerns in sparse, random conjunctive
representations in areas DG and CM, store these parrerns in
plastic changes in synapses within this subsystem, and, later. allow
for the retrieval or reinstatement of stored parrerns from partial
Inputs.
3. Memory decoding subsystem. This subsystem consisrs of the
Shaffer collateral connections from CA3 to CAl, and the
hi-directional pathways betWeen EC and CAl. The role of this
subsystem is ro provide a means by which a retrieved eM coding
of an EC parrern can reinstate char parrern on EC, whence the
outgoing projections ro neocortex reinstate me corresponding
neocortical trace.

The first cwo of these three components have already been
motivated, bur (he role of the third, the memory decoding
subsystem, remains ro be discussed. Given just the first cwo
components, the hippocampal system is left with representations.
in CA3, char are essentially random in their relation to the
enrorhinal inpUt representations. Because of the random relarion-
ship, the association betWeen these patterns must be learned; bur
because ir must be learned, ir provides a potential locus for
interference among memory traces. As we discuss in deraillarer.
we think the memory decoding subsystem is structured in a way
char allows for the learning of these associations with a minimum
of interference betWeen memories.
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FIGURE 3. EC and CA3 form interfaces betWeen the three
carrico-hippocampal subsystems.

Memory Separation, Storage, and Retrieval
Subsystem

Our analysis of the memory separation. storage. and retrie-,'
subsystem considers how the direCt and indireCt (via DG 
pathways from EC to C-\3 assign sparse. separate parrerns in C\j
based on overlapping inpUt in EC, and how long-term porenria-
tion (LTP) in the synapses from the EC input neurons to granule
cells in DG and pyramidal cells in CU. and among neurons in
CM, might then pro,,'ide a basis for the storage of such parrems.
in the sense char these changes would allow this system ro retrieve
an approximation of the parrern on eM assigned at the time of
learning from a partial EC input. The results of the analyses v.-ill
allow us ro establish estimates of the capacity of the ~'srem and ro
understand how the particular characteristics of the vasious
elements of the system contribUte ro memory sepasation, storage.
and retrieval, They will also allow us ro address several aspects of
the firing of me principal neurons in areas CAl. CU, and DC
during spatial behavior in rats, with a view toward understanding
these properties as reflecting the memory separation. srorage. and
retrieval process in aCtion.

In our initial modeling work in this area (O'Reilly and
McClelland; 1994), we examined how separation. srorage. and
retrieval might occur through the use of the sparse, random
conjunctive coding solution. which we assume is exploited both in
the direct EC-CA3 pathway and in the EC-DG pathway; the role
of recurrent collarerals in CA3 was nor considered. The basic idea
was first suggested by ~k~aughron and Morris (1987), drav.ing
on ideas in Marr (1971): this form of encoding has also been
studied (under different names) by Torioka (1979) and Gibson er
al, (1991). We used an analytically tractable model thar allowed 
ro consider the effecrs of these variables in a system containing an~'
number of neurons and synapses, overcoming the praCtical
limitations of small-scale computer simulations of the SOrt used b~'
many other investigators (Gluck and Myers, 1993; Hasselmo and
Schnell. 1994) ro examine cases approximating the numbers oi
neurons and synapses thought ro be found in the rele-.'ant brain
areas in the rat (Amaral er al.. 1990).

In many theories of memory storage in the hippocampus.
memories are thought ro be stored primarily in the synapses

among the eM pyramidal neurons. since these appear ro form a
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FIGURE 4. Left: Effect of output la~r activity Inds typical of
Ec, DG, and CA3 00 pattern separation. Pattern separation is
enhanced for sparser activity leYl:ls. Right: Effect ofLTP alone versus

(sparsely connected) arrracror neural netWork. However. associa-
rive enhancement of synapses in a feedforward pathway can also
provide a basis for memory stOrage and retrieval (McNaughron
and Morris, 1987). Because of this property. and because ir
appears that there is a high degree of N-merhyl-o-asparrate
(NMDA)-mediated plasticity in both the EC-DG and EC-CAJ
projections. we crear plasticity in these pathways as parr of the
basis of memory storage and retrieval in the hippocampal memory

system.
In the model. patterns of activation on EC were treared as

binary; i. , units were assumed ro be either on or off in a given
in pur parrern. UnitS ar the receiving end were assumed ro receive
connections &om a random subset of the EC input neurons, with
connections assigned initial weights of 1.0. A sparse code was
formed ar the receiving layer by assigning the k neurons receiving
the largest input activations of 1, and assigning all other neurons
activations of 0 (rhis form of output representation is called
k-winnn--rakes-aL/ or kWfA). These assumptions are obviously
idealizations. The kWfA representation is thought ro approxi-
mare the effect of inhibitory circuitry within DC and CA3. which
is thought ro regulate the degree of activity in the system rho ugh a
combination of feedforward and recurrent inhibition. as suggested
by McNaughron and Morris (I987) and others. The idealizations
allow the use of known properties of statistical distributions such
as the hypergeomerric ro stUdy the treatment of similar input
parrerns.

\);'

e studied how the parameters of these processes (sparsiry of
the input and outPUt; fraction of input unitS projecting to each
receiving neuron) influence the degree of separation of similar
patterns, by examining the effect of these parameters on the
function relating similarity of tWo input parrerns to the similarity
of the corresponding output patterns. Surprisingly, fan- in (num-
ber of afferenrs) had lirrle effect on separation; the main operative
variable is sparsity of the output representation. as illustrated on
me left of Figure 4. We examined the combined effeCts of the
direCt EC-CA3 pathway together with the indirect pathway via
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LTP with LTD. LTP alone reduces pattern separation; LTP with LID
produces a cutoff below which separation is enhanced and above
which it is diminished.

DG, considering especially the case approximating data reporred
in Barnes er al. (1990). in which the DG parr ems are very sparse
(.004), and CA3 parrerns are less sparse (.025) and in which each
DG neuron synapses with only about 15 CA3 neurons bur has a
relatively large effect on the receiver-up to 50 rimes the effect of
each direct EC-CAJ connection (BrO\\11 and Johnsron, 1983). In
this case, the resulting pattern separation in CM is far greater than
ir would be in the absence of the DG input. supporting the idea
char one function of DG is ro enhance the separation of parrerns
on C-\3 (Treves and Rolls, 1992).

\X'e examined the effectS of associative lTP on parrern comple-
lion: After the presentation of an EC parrern and the formation 
corresponding patterns on CA3 and DG. synapses from neurons
active in the input representation to neurons aCtivated in CA3 and
DG were enhanced. The resulrs, illustrated on the right of Figure
4, indicated char enhancement of synapses ro learn one parrern
interferes with maintaining separation of the learned parrern from
Other. similar input parrerns: A new input ' parrern that overlaps
with the learned parrern now rends to aCtivate the oUtput neurons
assigned ro the learned pattern. The line in the figure labeled \X-l

shows how output parrern overlap is increased for given input
parrern overlap with a moderate learning rare in the synapses
subject ro lTP. The incorporation oflong-rerm depression (lTD)
of synapses from inactive presynaptic neurons ro active posrsynap-

tic neurons grearly reduced this tendency, suggesting char some
form of LTD is crucial for keeping memories separate. The line in
the figure labeled WID shows char with this LTD incorporated.
oUtput parrern overlap is kept very low until input pattern overlap
reaches about 50%.

\);'

e also found char allowing the EC-DG-CA3 pathway ro play
an important role during retrieval tended ro interfere .."rirh parrern

completion in CA3, compared with the case in which this
pathway is left our and the direct EC-CM pathway dominarC'-
during retrieval. The reason for this is mar the extreme sparsity in
DG reduces completion there relative ro CA3; the DG-C-\3
pathway rends ro pass this on ro CA3. Therefore. ir would be



advantageous for DG ro be involved in storage bur nor in retrieval:
experimental data would be useful here. An approximation of this
could be implemented biologically: If neurons tended ro have
fixed instead of Roaring thresholds. relatively few would become
active with "parrial" input parrerns. Our analysis showed this
rends ro lead ro results almost as good as we find when the DG
input is completely eliminated during rerrie'ial. In summary. our
analysis suggested how several properties of the hippocampal
system contribute ro memory separation, storage, and retrieval
and indicated the computational impact of possible properties
such as lTD and differential involvement of DG in storage vs.
retrieval.

Memory Decoding Subsystem

In our overall model the task of the memory decoding
subsystem. which comprises the Shaffer collarerals, area CA 1, and
the bidirectional pathway betWeen EC and CA 1, is ro provide a
means by which a retrieved CA3 coding of an EC parrern can
reinstate that parrern on EC The subsystem described above
leaves a parrern in CA3 that is essentially random with respect ro
its EC progenitor. requiring that the decoding subsystem must
learn the association betWeen the EC parrern and its CA3
encoding. The CA3 code is sparse and conjunctive, which
optimizes associative memory capacity by minimizing overlap
betWeen parrerns. However. the EC code is dense and componen-
rial, characteristics which severely reduce associative memory
capacity. Direcr association of the EC parrern with its CA3
encoding would compromise the overall capacity of the system.
Our proposal concerning the role of CAI is char ir provides a
specialized. stable. invertible encoding of EC parrerns. optimized
for association with the CA3 parrern by being sparse and
conjunctive. Our proposal gives an important role ro the projec-
lion from ECIII ro CA 1: Ar the rime the cortical trace of an event is
encoded and stored in area CA3. a second sparse representation 
the cortical crace arises in CA 1. via activity in the ECII! ro CA 1
projection, and is associated with the CA3 pattern via Hebbian
synaptic modification in the Shaffer collarerals. When the CA3
pattern is subsequently reinstated, these collarerals reactivate the
CA 1 parrern, which in rurn reinstates the EC pattern via the path
from CA 1 ro EC,. The CA 1 representation is assumed ro be stable

post-development so char ir does nor vary significanrly during
consolidation. The use of this intermediate sparse encoding in
CAI should increase the capacity of the system as a whole since ir
sparsifies and separates the parrern on the output side of the
encoder netWork.

We have begun ro analyze the operation of the memory
decoding subsystem (Goddard er al.. 1995). producing prelimi-
nary resulrs char future work will build on. The characteristics
required of the CAI representation in our theory are invertibiliry
and sparse coniuncriviry. Our work ro dare on this subsystem has
been an investigation of how the bidirectional EC-CA 1 pathway
could implement the encoding and decoding of EC patterns in a
sparse, conjunctive form in CAl. A first set of srudies examined
whether parrerns created using random forward projections from
the model's EC ro CA.l could then be effectively inverted if each
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CA 1 unit returns connections ro the same EC units from which ir
receives connections in the forward direction. The adequacy of
this system depends on the "expansion facror" of the CA 1
representation compared to the representation in EC defined by
the ratio of the number of active units in the CA 1 representation
divided by the number active in the EC representation. Using
values for the fraction of neurons active from Barnes er al. (1990)
and values for numbers of pyramidal neurons in each field from
(Amaral er al.. 1990), we found char invertibiliry. as measured b~'

the correlation betWeen the original and recovered EC patterns.
was marginal: Using optimistic estimates a correlation of 0.92 was
found. bur with more pessimistic estimates a much lower
correlation of only 0.65 was obtained. Our next step has been ro
work with the lower figure and consider ways in which the
performance of the system might be improved char are consistent
with the physiology.

The work jUSt described used random binary parrerns in EC
The assumption of random binary patterns in EC is both roo
simple (EC activity parrerns show the graded and probabilistic
character discussed in the preceding section) and roo demanding
(due ro the highly overlapping receptive fields of EC neurons.
there is redundancy in the inpUt parrerns which should ease
inversion). Furrhermore. the assumption of an exact reciprocal
connection structure betWeen EC and CA 1 seems implausible. \J;-
modified the model ro address both sorts of difficulty, using an
idealized sensory system to generate EC parrerns char are graded
and exhibit correlation of EC cells' activations.

To exploit these correlations while simultaneously relaxing the
assumption of l-ro- I reciprocity. we first retained the random
forward projections but considered return projections specificalh-
chosen ro larger EC neurons whose activity was most highJ:'
correlated with the activity of the neurons in CA 1 (see below for a
consideration of the possible developmental basis of these projec-
lions). With the same expansion factOr that previously produced
invertibiliry values of 0. 65. we found very substantial improve-
menrs (ro r = 0.903, see Fig. Sa). We then investigated exploiting
some degree of correlation in the forward projection. With
correlations exploited in borhdirections, this increased inverribil-
icy furrher (ro r = 0.967, see Fig. 5b) bur at the price of reducing
pattern separation in CA 1: As the EC neurons char project ro a
particular CA 1 neuron become more correlated, the CA 1 represen-
ration becomes less conjunctive. reducing separation. There is
rhus a tradeoff betWeen maximizing invertibiliry and maintaining
separation. The findings suggest char the tradeoff is relatively
benign in this case: Wirh moderate exploitation of correlation in
the forward projection. one produces inverribiliry char is almost 
good as char obtained with maximal exploitation of correlation
(r = 0.949), while maintaining good parrern separation (Fig.
5b.c). 
Future directions

A long-term goal of our project is a fuller implementation 
of a

model of the hippocampal memory system. including the enrorhi-
nal correx, parahippocampal and perirhinal cortex, and the
neocortical association areas. As our undemanding of the compu-
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FIGURE 5. a: Effect of correlations in the return projection &om
CAI to EC on correlation of the original pattern of activation on EC
with the pattern I'CCOnsUUcted by the EC-CAI-EC in~nible encod-
ing system. b: Funher impro~ment arising from exploiting correla-
tion in the forward pathway. c Efl'ecu of exploiting correlation r in

the forward pathway on pattern separation. Each C1Ifft shows bow

rational properties of the various components of the hippocampal

system increases. and as we experience concomitant grov..-th in the
power of the available simulations. a rime will come when there
are specific issues thar can only be addressed in a fuller model,
with sufficient conceptual and practical resources. Ar this point we
will be able (Q explore the sufficiency of the system as a whole and
ro examine the interactions betWeen the hippocampal and
neocortical systems in memory consolidation.

In the future we will also rum our arrenrion ro simulating the
physiological data in more derail. \X'hile there is certainly a great
deal more ro be learned about the physiology. there are already
several important findings char we will want our models to
address. One domain of data char we particularly want ro address
is the set of findings related to the spa rial and temporal
modulation of hippocampal aCtivity, and in particular the fascinar-
ing recent data suggesting a precession of place-cell activity within
the theta cycle char anticipates the precession of place-cell activity

as a function of the animal's locomotion in space (O'Keefe and
Reece, 1993; Skaggs er al.. 19%). These findings are among those
that have been taken in support of the idea that the hippocampus
contains intrinsic spatial reference frames, bur we believe the data
can be accounted for under the assumption char (a) the hippocam-
pus receives spatial as well as other forms of information and (b)
learns predictive associative relationships among representations
of places in space based on general associative learning mecha-
nisms.

DISCUSSION

New Knowledge About Hippocampal Function
1. There is a trade-off betWeen the need for informarion-
preserving, structure-extraCting encoding of cortical traces and the
need for effective storage and recall of arbitrary traces. Further, we

0.0 40. ...0-_lEe! 10.

output o~ varies with input o~rlap for a particular value of r, a
lower curve with a steeper rise toward the right signifies baler
separation. Note that in b, moderate correlation of inputs (r = 0.14)
leads to nc:ar-optimal m:oastrucbon, while in c, separation is 

onI).-
slightly wone for this case than for random forward projeaions
(nat-to-Iowest and lowest curves, respectively).

can see how the areas of the hippocampus, enrorbinal COrtex and
cortical association areas. and their interconneCtions could be
mediating a solUtion ro this tradeoff.
2. long-term depression of synaptic strengths in the parh.......ys
subject to LTP (OG, CAI, and CA3) is crucial for maintaining
parrern separation in face of the tendency to complete parr.::ms
which is enhanced by LTP.

3. The need ro reduce or eliminate the influence of DG on C-U
during recall. suggested by Treves and Rolls (1992), is confirmed
in this work. as is the idea that OG acts during storage ro incr.:ase
parrern separation in CA3.
4. Area CA 1 must be able ro exploit correlations in EC patTerns
in the direCt perforanr path synapses. This is required ro oprirnize
inverribiliry of the CAI code.

Need for Explicit Modeling

The pointS mt:nrioned above concerning our new kno\\ic:-dge
are all due to the use of an explicit computational model rather
than simpler verbal-qualitative reasoning. The an~yses and simu-
lations have established char our assertions about separability and
invertibiliry arising from conjunctive and componential coding
schemes art: compurarionally valid. In the furure, we will be ~ble
ro show aacrly how capacity varies with various parameters of the
model. We hope ro establish char capacity is sufficient for the
pUtative memo~' role assigned ro the hippocampal system.
although we realize char the question of what is sufficient cap4ciry
is subject to considerable uncertainty. A more general accomplish-
menr due to the use of the explicit model is thar its an4lvsis
inspired the conceptualization of the hippocampal memor.'

system as one char mediates the conflict betWeen inforrruoon
preservation and arbitrary parrern stOrage.

Relationship to Other Models

These ideas o\'t:rlap in many pointS with other proposals about
the role of the hippocampus in learning and memory 'c.g..



McNaughron and Morris. 1987; Teyler and Discenna. 1986;
Levy. 1989; Schmajuk and DiCarlo. 1992; Gluck and Myers,
1993; Alvarez and Squire, 1994; Treves and Rolls. 1994; Eichen-
baum er al., 1994) and may be seen as a modernization and
extension of the key insights offered in the early computational
theory of hippocampal function presented by David Marr (1971).
This and many of the subsequent mechanistic theories (McNaugh-
Ion and Morris, 1987; Schmajuk and DiCarlo, 1992; Gluck and
Myers, 1993; Treves and Rolls. 1994) mess the role of associative

synaptic modification in learning and are consistent with the
presence of associative forms of synaptic plasticity in many of the
pathways into and within the hippocampal system (Bliss and
Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Bliss and Lomo, 1973; McNaughron er
aI.. 1978; levy and Steward. 1979; Barrionuevo and Brown.
1983). The following specific comparisons and contrasts can be
noted:

1. Hasselmo (e.g., Hasselmo and Schnell, 1994; Hasselmo er al.,
1996) has a generally similar theory, bur he does nor examine
capacity. inverribiliry. or larger-scale issues. relying on small-scale
simulations ro verify aspects of the theory nor subject ro analysis.
On the other hand. his work does examine how the hippocampus
might rely on the cholinergic system ro switch betWeen storage
and recall modes.
2. A large number of investigatOrs have adopted variants of the
view char the hippocampus performs primarily a binding func-
tion, linking elements of memories across disparate brain regions.
Murre s (rhis volume) theory and others in the binding tradition
(Teyler and Discenna. 1986; Damasio, 1989; Alvarez and Squire,
1994) make assumptions very similar ro those in our theory.
although they assume char the computational role of the hippocam-
pus is ro link disparate elements of the same memory to each other
across brain regions. fu in our theory the hippocampus plays only
a temporary role, serving to link disparate pans of a memory to
each other until direct connections can be established. The main
difference is char our theory claims char corrical connections learn
slowly to allow discovery of structure and avoid catastrophic
interference. while no such claim is made in the other theories. In
contrast, Murre gives a very different motivation for slow learning
of conical connections: The reason is only char they are very
sparse, because dense inrerconnecriviry betWeen corrical neurons
in different areas would rake up roo much space in the brain ro be
feasible. Some of Murre s specific ideas. such as how one could
have anterograde amnesia without retrograde amnesia, are quire
compatible with our views, and the modulatOry mechanisms he
describes, although nor emphasized in our theory, are consistent
with ir.
3. We are in debt ro the work of McNaughron and Morris
(1987), which examined the effects on parrern separation and
completion of various coding schemes, and especially for the idea
that significant information storage occurs in the feedforward
pathways as well as the recurrent CA3 collarerals. We continue to
hold the view that hippocampal representation of space is a
byproduct of the use of a conjunctive coding. rather than a
reflection of a specific commitment of the hippocampal system for
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spa rial representation through prewired, intrinsic spatial maps in
the hippocampus. In this regard our work diverges from some
recent proposals arising in McNaughron s laboratory (Samsonov-
ich and McNaughron. 1996). in which such intrinsic maps are
postulated to account for a variety of phenomena related ro
hippocampal place fields. Our approach is in agreement with a
number of or her theorists writing in this volume (Gluck and
Myers, 1996; Levy, 1996; Buhusi and Schmajuk. 1996; Murre.
1996; Hassclmo er al.. 1996) and elsewhere (Treves and Rolls.
1994), who also crear the hippocampal system primarily as a
memory system. and who arrribure the apparent specialization of
the hippocampal system for spa rial tasks as reflecting itS computa-
rional characteristics, rather than as a specialization for spatial
information processing per se.

Experimental Directions

1. Our model requires char the direct perforanr path from EC ro
CA 1 can playa determining role in selecting which CA 

1 cells fire.

This requirement arises from the functional role char we assign
area CA 1 and thus constitutes a prediction of our model.

However. the prediction appears ro be very difficulr to tesr.
Anaromically there is an extensive projection from ECIII to CAI.
Neverrheless. despite a significant amount of experimental work.
and a special issue of Hippocampus devOted to the pathway. (Vol 5.
Number 2. pp. 101-146). ir remains unclear to what extent ir
actually governs the firing of Co\ 1 neurons in vivo.
2. Our analyses indicate char lTD in CA3 and CAI is crucial for
maintaining the ability of these areas ro perform parrern separa-
lion. The data on LTD in vivo are sparse and in behaving animals
are nonexistent: More ofborh types would be welcome.
3. Our model confirms the idea pur forward by Treves and Rolls

(1992) char DG should be more involved in CA3 activity during
learning than during recall. Experimenral data resting this hypoth-
esis would be useful.

4. More data on firing parrerns under behavioral conditions in all
areas of hippocampus would be useful. bur especially in EC where
few studies have been made (Quirk er aI., 1992). The representa-
lion in EC is of critical importance ro the rest of the hippocampus
since ir is the primary inpur/ourpur interface for the neocortex.
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